A "Soft Coup" Attempt: Furious Trump Slams "Secret" CIA Report Russia Helped Him Win

Overnight the media propaganda wars escalated after the late Friday release of an article by the Washington Post (which last week admitted to using unverified, or fake, news in an attempt to smear other so-called “fake news” sites) according to which a secret CIA assessment found that Russia sought to tip last month’s U.S. presidential election in Donald Trump’s favor, a conclusion presented without any actual evidence, and which drew an extraordinary, and angry rebuke from the president-elect’s camp.

“These are the same people that said Saddam Hussein had weapons of mass destruction,” Trump’s transition team said, launching a broadside against the spy agency. “The election ended a long time ago in one of the biggest Electoral College victories in history. It’s now time to move on and ‘Make America Great Again.’ ”

The Washington Post report comes after outgoing President Barack Obama ordered a review of all cyberattacks that took place during the 2016 election cycle, amid growing calls from Congress for more information on the extent of Russian interference in the campaign. The newspaper cited officials briefed on the matter as saying that individuals with connections to Moscow provided WikiLeaks with email hacked from the Democratic National Committee, Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton’s campaign chief and others.

Without a shred of evidence provided, and despite Wikileaks’ own record denial that the source of the emails was Russian, the WaPo attack piece claims the email messages were steadily leaked out via Wikileaks in
the months before the election, damaging Clinton’s White House run. Essentially, according to the WaPo, the Russians’ aim was to help Donald Trump win and not just undermine the U.S. electoral process, hinting at a counter-Hillary intent on the side of Putin.

“It is the assessment of the intelligence community that Russia’s goal here was to favor one candidate over the other, to help Trump get elected,” the newspaper quoted a senior U.S. official briefed on an intelligence presentation last week to key senators as saying. “That’s the consensus view.”

CIA agents told the lawmakers it was “quite clear” – although it was not reported exactly what made it “clear” – that electing Trump was Russia’s goal, according to officials who spoke to the Post, citing growing evidence from multiple sources.

And yet, key questions remain unanswered, and the CIA’s report fell short of being a formal U.S. assessment produced by all 17 intelligence agencies the newspaper said, for two reasons. As we reported in November “The ‘Fact’ That 17 Intelligence Agencies Confirmed Russia is Behind the Email Hacks Isn’t Actually…A ‘Fact’, and then also because aside from so-called “consensus”, there is – once again – no evidence, otherwise the appropriate agencies would have long since released it, and this is nothing more than another propaganda attempt to build tension with Russia. In fact, the WaPo admits as much in the following text, which effectively destroys the article’s entire argument:

The CIA presentation to senators about Russia’s intentions fell short of a formal U.S. assessment produced by all 17 intelligence agencies. A senior U.S. official said there were minor disagreements among intelligence officials about the agency’s assessment, in part because some questions remain unanswered.

For example, intelligence agencies do not have specific intelligence showing officials in the Kremlin “directing” the identified individuals to pass the Democratic emails to WikiLeaks, a second senior U.S. official said. Those actors, according to the official, were “one step away from the Russian government, rather than government employees. Moscow has in the past used middlemen to participate in sensitive intelligence operations so it has plausible deniability.

“I’ll be the first one to come out and point at Russia if there’s clear evidence, but there is no clear evidence – even now,” said Rep. Devin Nunes (R-Calif.), the chairman of the House Intelligence Committee and a member of the Trump transition team. “There’s a lot of innuendo, lots of circumstantial evidence, that’s it.”

And since even the WaPo is forced to admit that intelligence agents don’t have the proof that Russian officials directed the identified individuals to supply WikiLeaks with the hacked Democratic emails, the best it can do is speculate based on circumstantial inferences, especially since, as noted above, WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange has denied links with Russia’s government, putting the burden of proof on the side of those who challenge the Wikileaks narrative. So far that proof has not been provided.

Nonetheless, at the White House, Deputy Press Secretary Eric Schultz said Obama called for the cyberattacks review earlier this week to ensure “the integrity of our elections.”

“This report will dig into this pattern of malicious cyberactivity timed to our elections, take stock of our defensive capabilities and capture lessons learned to make sure that we brief members of Congress and stakeholders as appropriate,” Schultz said.

Taking the absurdity to a whole new level, Obama wants the report completed before his term ends on January 20, by none other than a proven and confirmed liar: “The review will be led by James Clapper, the outgoing director of national intelligence, officials said.” In other words, the report that the Kremlin stole the election should be prepared by the time Trump is expected to be sworn in.

“We are going to make public as much as we can,” the spokesman added. “This is a major priority for the president.”

The move comes after Democrats in Congress pressed the White House to reveal details, to Congress or to the public, of Russian hacking and disinformation in the election.

On Oct. 7, one month before the election, the Department of Homeland Security and the Director of National Intelligence announced that "the
Russian Government directed the recent compromises of emails from U.S. persons and institutions, including from U.S. political organizations. “These thefts and disclosures are intended to interfere with the U.S. election process,” they said.

Trump dismissed those findings in an interview published Wednesday by Time magazine for its “Person of the Year” award. Asked if the intelligence was politicized, Trump answered: “I think so.”

“I don’t believe they interfered,” he said. “It could be Russia. And it could be China. And it could be some guy in his home in New Jersey.”

Worried that Trump will sweep the issue under the rug after his inauguration, seven Democrats on the Senate Intelligence Committee called on Nov. 29 for the White House to declassify what it knows about Russian interference. The seven have already been briefed on the classified details, suggesting they believe there is more information the public should know.

On Tuesday this week, leading House Democrats called on Obama to give members of the entire Congress a classified briefing on Russian interference, from hacking to the spreading of fake news stories to mislead U.S. voters.

Republicans in Congress have also promised hearings into Russian activities once the new administration comes in.

Obama’s homeland security adviser Lisa Monaco said the cyberinterference goes back to the 2008 presidential race, when both the Obama and John McCain campaigns were hit by malicious computer intrusions.

* * *

An interesting aside to emerge from last night's hit piece and the Trump team response is that there is now a full blown turf war between Trump and the CIA, as NBC's Chuck Todd observed in a series of late Friday tweets:

The implication in the Trump transition statement is that he doesn't believe a single thing from the CIA.

Is the next Commander-in-Chief is signaling that the CIA won't be a major player in his national security team?

So stunned by the Trump transition statement on the Post-CIA-Russia story that I half expect a walk back by tomorrow
How helpful is it for the CIA's reputation around the world if the next US questions their findings so publicly? Good luck Mike Pompeo

7:39 PM - 9 Dec 2016

To which Glenn Greenwald provided the best counterargument:

Yes, the CIA's sterling reputation around the world for truth-telling and integrity might be sullied if someone doubts their claims... twitter.com/chucktodd/stat...

5:27 AM - 10 Dec 2016

When is it hardest to get people not to blindly accept anonymous, evidence-free CIA claims? When it's very pleasing to believe them.

6:00 AM - 10 Dec 2016

However, of the mini Tweetstorm, this was the most important aspect: the veiled suggestion that in addition to Russia, both the FBI and the Obama presidency prevented Hillary from becoming the next US president...

While Obama's FBI director smeared Hillary, Obama sat on evidence of Russian efforts to elect Trump that had basis in evidence.

5:44 PM - 9 Dec 2016

... which in light of these stunning new unproven and baseless allegations, she may very well have renewed aspirations toward.

* * *

So while there is no "there" there following the WaPo's latest attempt to fan the raging fires of evidence-free propaganda, or as the WaPo itself would say "fake news", here is why the story has dramatic implications. First, the only two quotes which matter:

"...there is no clear evidence — even now," said Rep. Devin Nunes (R-Calif.), the chairman of the House Intelligence Committee and a member of the Trump transition team. "There's a lot of innuendo, lots of circumstantial evidence, that's it."

* * *

"...Obama wants the report before he leaves office Jan. 20, Monaco said. The review will be led by [PROVEN LIAR] James Clapper, the outgoing director of national intelligence, officials said."

And then the summary:
1. Announce "consensus" (not unanimous) "conclusion" based in circumstantial evidence now, before the Electoral College vote, then write a report with actual details due by Jan 20.

2. Put a proven liar in charge of writing the report on Russian hacking.

3. Fail to mention that not one of the leaked DNC or Podesta emails has been shown to be inauthentic. So the supposed Russian hacking simply revealed truth about Hillary, DNC, and MSM collusion and corruption.

4. Fail to mention that if hacking was done by or for US government to stop Hillary, blaming the Russians would be the most likely disinformation used by US agencies.

5. Expect every pro-Hillary lapdog journalist – which is virtually all of them – in America will hyperventilate (Twitter is currently on fire) about this latest fact-free, anti-Trump political stunt for the next nine days.

Or, as a reader put it, this is a soft coup attempt by leaders of Intel community and Obama Admin to influence the Electoral College vote, similar to the 1960s novel "Seven Days in May."
4. Splinter Al CIAAd into a thousand pieces and scatter into the wind.

friendly manitoba • Dec 10, 2016 9:36 AM
Canada's cbc network is working this story this morning – listened for one sentence and switched the channel

Of course Russia was supporting Trump - much like nyt, wash post, cnn, obamas, cia, and fbi, the classy morman, most of the defeated Republican nominees, ad innfinitem were supporting Clinton ...

hopefully those listed in the second paragraph plus the retarded paramedic texan delegate that wants to switch his vote, do the honorable thing and fall on their swords ...

talk about cheating and sore losers ......

btw way anyone that believed pizza gate is an idiot - not only was it a sick joke – it could not have happened – the clintons have been under secret service surveillance for 25 years – and they are not the type to do this ...

Arnold • friendly manitoba • Dec 10, 2016 10:24 AM
Except when Bill ditches them to visit Epstein Island.

quadraspleen • friendly manitoba • Dec 10, 2016 10:43 AM
"btw way anyone that believed pizza gate is an idiot – not only was it a sick joke – it could not have happened – the clinton have been under secret service surveillance for 25 years – and they are not the type to do this …"

That's horseshit.

You're either cointelpro or young or naive. This shit is as old as the Hills (pun intended) and it always gets buried by the supine media, most of whom have executives who are involved. Get your head out of your ass and check out Haute de la Garenne's connections to Jimmy Saville and the British monarchy, then check out the major outing of paedophile rings every year for the last 50 or so years that just die, then check out the British monarchy's connections to Jeffrey Epstein, then check out David Brock's connections, and what he's been involved with, then check out how most bent IC operatives and management use paedophilia as a bargaining chip to get MOAR money and laws that benefit NOBODY except them and the scum who the are protecting.

Wise up, fool

PizzaGate

max2205 • quadraspleen • Dec 10, 2016 10:55 AM
Right... like bill never went to orgy island....Sfu

smacker • friendly manitoba • Dec 10, 2016 2:19 PM
"btw way anyone that believed pizza gate is an idiot – not only was it a sick joke – it could not have happened – the clintons have been under secret service surveillance for 25 years – and they are not the type to do this …"

Maybe, but she still appears on a pizza parlour poster with a педофил logo printed on it ("see large/small hand at base of image").

I think #pizzagate is either a fabricated storm in a tea cup for political purposes or it's something very big and very deep.
JB Say • Dec 10, 2016 9:36 AM
The emails were far more damaging than the means by which they became public. Among other things they revealed the close coordination between Democrats and their media proxies. Here again: WAPO sets the stage and Obama orders his intel chief to follow up. Its all puppetry. Here's the plot: 1) make or forge a case that Trump is a foreign agent then 2) either foment constitutional crisis on December 19th; or, worst case scenario they put stink on Trump that will be repeated endlessly.

LA_Goldbug • JB Say • Dec 10, 2016 9:48 AM
The infamous "misdirection" trick, talk about anything but the content of the message.

Colborne • Dec 10, 2016 9:37 AM
As for the CIA, it was reported at the time to be largely purged under the Dubya administration, of constitutinalists and other dissidents to the 9-11 --> total-war program.
Stacked to the brim with with neocon cadres. So, that's the lay of the terrain there now, that's who's running the place. And they aren't going without a fight apparently.
Interesting times, more and more so.

Jethro Dull • Colborne • Dec 10, 2016 2:03 PM
Let's not forget, that, their average hire under the Clinton Cabal, had, an SAT lower than average, due, to social engineering. Intelligence agency? Right.

66Mustanggirl • Dec 10, 2016 9:37 AM
Just when you thought the neocons, the loony Left, the Washington Establishment Elites, and the liberal MSM could not debase themselves any further in their attempt to undermine/discredit/overthrow the election results........SURPRISE!........there are still more levels to descend down the rabbit hole.
Hang on, America. The next 6 weeks are going to be a wild ride.

Swamidon • Dec 10, 2016 9:38 AM
The expression "beating a dead horse" comes to mind... quickly followed by payback. Shillary is yesterdays news.

Arthur Two Shed... • Dec 10, 2016 9:39 AM
Maybe Cher leaked them because she's too vapid to cook up a reasonable excuse to move to Jupiter.

66Mustanggirl • Dec 10, 2016 9:40 AM
For those of us who still have a grip on reality, here are the facts of this election;
-Out of the 3,153 counties in this country, Hillary Clinton won only 480. A dismal and pathetic 15% of this country. The worst showing EVER for a presidential candidate.
Are they really trying to blame the Russians and "fake" news for THAT?? Really??

The much vaunted 2 million voted in the popular vote was
The much vaunted 2 million vote lead in the popular vote can be attributed to exactly 4 boroughs in NYC: Bronx, Queens, Manhattan, & Brooklyn, where Hillary racked up 2 million more votes than Trump.

Should we give credit to the Russians and “fake” news for that, too?

~96 MILLION Americans were either too disgusted, too lazy, or too apathetic to even bother to go out and cast a vote for ANYONE in this election. On average 100 Million Americans don't bother to vote.

The Russians and “fake” news surely aren't responsible for THAT!

But given this is a story from WaPo, I think will just give a few days until it is thoroughly discredited.

max2205 66MustanggirI Dec 10, 2016 11:04 AM
And she won CA by 4 million. She hates she only gets a limited amount of electoral votes. tough shit rules are rules bitch. Suck it

dogismycopilot Dec 10, 2016 9:41 AM
This story hit the press same time world over. Immediately comment board narratives were controlled with trolls and shills.

Trump is right. This a soft coup attempt.

Civil War 2.0 has begun

HalfPeno Dec 10, 2016 9:43 AM
Looks like the CIA's latest candidate for regime change is the USA.

Clara Tardis Dec 10, 2016 9:45 AM
This is a vid from the 1950's, "How to spot a Communist" all you have to do is swap out commie for: liberal, neocon, SJW and democrat and figure out they've about won....

https://youtu.be/w86QhV7whjs

rejected Clara Tardis Dec 10, 2016 10:05 AM
It said the U.S was a Republic and not a run of the mill majority democracy. Someone forgot to tell our snowflakes.

As for today's American, I can see why the ideals in that video got you a downvote. Praising the founders, and the true capitalistic system is not welcome in the new and improved U.S.S.A.

silverer Clara Tardis Dec 10, 2016 10:12 AM
What a hoot! Nobody like that professor around anymore. Maybe in prison somewhere.

Clara Tardis silverer Dec 10, 2016 11:11 AM
My guess is the down votes are from those who didn't watch or liberal, sjw, neocon socialist trolls, not from patriots (now known as racist alt-righters)!

Nobodys Home Clara Tardis Dec 10, 2016 10:36 AM
No Clara. You don't have to swap out the word commie. They ARE commies except for the neocons, they are warmongering.
ARE commies...except for the neocons..they are warmongering, "patriotic", paid off, insane, MIC shills.

rejected • Dec 10, 2016 9:48 AM
report fell short of being a formal U.S. assessment produced by all 17 intelligence agencies"
The fact we have 17 intelligence agencies should scare the shit out of any American that can still deflect a EEG needle.

atthelake • Dec 10, 2016 9:47 AM
STOCK UP just in case.

HalEPeno • Dec 10, 2016 9:47 AM
If I was Putin, and I really wanted to muck up the works for my biggest enemy, I would simply walk out on Jan 21 with a big shit eating grin on my face and say, "mission accomplished." Better than a MIRV.

LA_Goldbug 👀 HalEPeno • Dec 10, 2016 9:51 AM
The simplicity of this attack would put a smile on Sun Tzu.

http://www.logisticdynamics.com/blog/Media/Default/Images/Sun%20Tzu%20Qu...

Yes We Can, But... • Dec 10, 2016 10:16 AM
Some big names to be arrested after inauguration?
Got the whole weekend free? Check this out:

http://divinecosmos.com/start-here/davids-blog/1208-endgame-
rt-1

The coming months are going to be "very" interesting, a time period that'll always be remembered, like '29, Nov '41, Sept '01

Omega_Man • Dec 10, 2016 9:50 AM
Trump should disband the CIA on day one... for his own health and that of others

-1

doismycopilot • Dec 10, 2016 9:51 AM
This is the same CIA that let Pakistan build up the Taliban in Afghanistan during the 1990s and gave Pakistan ISI (Pakistan spy agency) hundreds of millions of USD which the ISI channeled to the Taliban and Arab freedom fighters including a very charming chap named Usama Bin Laden.

The CIA is as worthless as HRC.

Fuck them and their failed intelligence. I hope Trump guts the CIA like a fish. They need a reboot.

HowdyDoody 👀 doismycopilot • Dec 10, 2016 10:15 AM
The CIA is just another self-serving business, dealing in drugs and goons for hire.

Jethro Dull 👀 doismycopilot • Dec 10, 2016 2:22 PM
And, that's some of their better work!
venturen • Dec 10, 2016 9:51 AM

why would the russians want Trump....they have been killing it against Obama and Hillary. Putin isn't that dumb....he knows when it comes to America Trump is going to play HARDBALL...ex-military et al. They don't want that....there is not piece of this that makes sense....if anything they would want Hillary....she is the failed shadow of the current shadow

Yes We Can. But...  🚫 venturen • Dec 10, 2016 10:08 AM

Why might the Russians want Trump? If there is anything to the stuff I've been reading about the Clintons, they are like cornered animals. Putin just may think the world is a safer, more stable place w/o the Clintons in power.

HowdyDoody  🚫 Yes We Can. But Lets Not. • Dec 10, 2016 10:14 AM

The Russians may prefer Trump, but they prepared for a Clinton win. The Russian government would be negligent to do anything else.

silverer  🚫 venturen • Dec 10, 2016 10:21 AM

They probably don't want a nuclear war. I guess there may some sense in that. Maybe. Eh?

indygo55  🚫 venturen • Dec 10, 2016 10:24 AM

What? You mean you think Russia wants war? You think Putin is lying when he says nice things about Trump? You think Trumps statements that opening a dialog and potential new business dealings with Russia are not what Russia wants?

atthelake • Dec 10, 2016 9:53 AM

If it's on, they will go after your children and all the people in your "circles". You have, conveniently, let them know everyone you care about. They know who and where they are. Thank you, very much.

TRM  🚫 atthelake • Dec 10, 2016 10:44 AM

If it is "on" then those doing the "collections" should be aware that a lot of people they will be "collecting" have read Solzhenitsyn

"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have been like if every Security operative, when he went out at night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and had to say good-bye to his family?"

Those doing the "collections" will have to choose and choose wisely the side they are on. How much easier would it be for them to report back "Sorry, couldn't find them" than to face the wrath of a well armed population?

Abaco • Dec 10, 2016 9:53 AM

The clowns running the intelligence agencies for the US have ZERO credibility. Clapper sat in front of congress and perjured himself. When confronted with his perjury he defended himself saying he told them the "least untruthful thing" he could - admitting he had not problem whatsoever about lying to Congress. He was not fired or reprimanded in any way. He retired with a generous pension. He is a treasonous bastard who should be swinging from a
He is a treasonous bastard who should be swinging from a lamppost. These people serve their political masters – not the people – and deserve nothing but mockery and a noose.

Hannibal  •  Dec 10, 2016 9:54 AM
Wapo/Cia, lies and deception is their job and chaos their goal.

BendGuyhere  •  Dec 10, 2016 9:55 AM
Giving a shout out to the 'Best and the Brightest' out there in Langley: Way to REALLY piss off the D!

Tuesday the election is formalized, and YES, Donald Trump IS the new POTUS.

January 21 Mike Pompeo starts FIRING section chiefs AND their hand-picked staffs.

You guys must really hate your jobs 'cause this crap is way over the top.

mendigo  •  Dec 10, 2016 9:56 AM
As reported on infowars:

On Dec 9 obomber issued executive order providing exemption to Arms Export Control Act to permit supplying weapons (ie sams etc) to rebel groups in Syria as a matter "essential to national security "interests".  

Be careful in viewing this report as is posted from RT – perhaps best to wait for corroboration on front page of rededicated nyt to be sure and avoid fratrenizing with Vlad.

Separately Gabard has introduced bill : Stop Arming Terrorists Act.

David Wooten  •  Dec 10, 2016 9:56 AM
There certainly is foreign meddling in US government policy but it is not coming from Russia. The countries that have much greater influence than Russia on 'our' government are the Sunni–dominated Persian Gulf oil states including the UAE, Bahrain, Qatar, Oman, Kuwait and, of course, that bastion of human rights, Saudi Arabia.

Oil money from these states has found its way into influential think tanks including the Brookings Institution, the Atlantic Council, the Middle East Institute and the Georgetown Center for Strategic and International Studies and others. All of these institutions should be registered as foreign agents and any cleared US citizen should have his or her clearance revoked if they do any work for these organizations, either as a contractor or employee. And these Gulf states have all been donating oil money to UK and US universities so lets include the foreign studies branches of universities in the registry of foreign agents, too.

And also, there are arms sales. Arm sales to Saudi/Gulf States come with training. With training comes military ties, foreign policy ties and even intelligence ties. Saudi Arabia, with other Gulf oil states as partners, practically owns the CIA now. Arms companies who sell deadly weapons to the Gulf States, in turn, donate money to Congressmen and now own politicians such as Senators Graham and McCain. It's no wonder Graham wants to help his pals – er owners. So what we have here ('our' government) is institutionalized influence, if not outright control, of US foreign policy by some of the most vicious states on the planet, especially Saudi Arabia – whose religious police have been known to beat school girls fleeing from burning buildings because they didn't have their headscarves on.

As Hillary's 2014 emails have revealed, Qatar and Saudi Arabia support ISIS and were doing so about the same time as ISIS was sweeping through Syria and Iraq, cutting off the heads of Christians, non-Sunnis and just about anyone else they thought was in the way. *The Saudi/Gulf States are the driving force to get rid of Assad* and that is dangerous as nuclear–armed Russia protects him. If something isn't done about this, the Gulf oil states may get US into a nuclear war with Russia – and won't care in the least.
The banana republic farce continues. I wonder if any of these morons have any clue what a joke they are showing the rest of the world that the U.S has become.

They do not care. This is all about them. Not the good of the country or anything else. Them. Their fucking pensions, their power, their pissy little cocktail parties and self-absorbed elitism.

Julian Assange is an international hero in my estimation. Anyone who tells us with certainty the Russian’s are hacking, they are intentionally not mentioning the governments of virtually every nation in the world, including the USA, invest massive time, money, and effort in this activity.

The logical explanation to the Podesta email hacks, the DNC, etc., is an insider, someone with integrity, had enough of the bullshit, and simply provided Wikileaks the information.

I don't know if Seth Rich was a source, but I would not be surprised.

Just as Bill Clinton, W Bush and their entire administration was proved liars, so is Bozo and his administration.

The very real difference is when the corrupt and complicit fake media amplify the findings to suit its own interests.

Time for the CIA to meet the same fate of the SA during the night of the long knives in 1934.

Having the CIA ponit at Russia is like having Brian Willams report on fake new.

Is CIA pissed because Mocking Bird failed to move the masses?

I think its more likely than not Russia favored Trump as Putin has a well known dislike for Hillary Clinton. But what difference does it make anyway?

Just means that Russia was in favor of the same guy we all voted for!

Just because another country wants the same people the electorate here does isn't any reason to think its a problem.
Madashellron
With the help of Russian hackers I've built a database to keep track of MSM Fake Spews and the version stands at 11.3 as of 6:30AM EST.
THIS ANNOUNCEMENT IS CERTIFIED UNFAKE NEWS.

autofixer
Not a Trump supporter neve have been, but these f-ers are driving even me to his side!

silverer
What happened to Trump is what happens to anyone in the US that makes even a hint of an attempt to fix something to the way it should be. Look around the world to other leaders trying to do anything like Trump. They get the same treatment.

Yes We Can... autofixer
If for no other reason, support him because he is the impossible - an outsider headed for the WH.

silverer
i call total bullshit, starting with the Bush administration.

grekko
I hope you mean the first Bush (b4 Clinton). If so, I agree!

Dg4884
The ONLY way these cucks will give up is when their brains are splattered on the street.

me or you
The traitors and dual-citizens are in full panic mode right now. Time to support our next president and help him to kick all those Jews out of the country. America comes first.... Israel any position left.

Yes We Can... indaknow
This is nothing more than losers not accepting their loss. They can't accept that Hillary lost to Trump and will blame everybody and every thing. even after all the rigging, voter fraud, having all the media on their side they still lost. and that's what is eating them up inside. they are fucking losers and nothing more.
The same fucking CIA who wrote Obama begging him to fight the Russians in Syria. The same fucking CIA who fucking lost Afghanistan to a bunch of guys wearing flip flops, tea cozies on their heads and fighting with 1950 era AK-47s. The same fucking CIA that turned the Middle East into a complete shit show. Idiots. I hope Trump fires you all.

Looks like Langley just cast their die against the President-elect. Apparently it's another swamp that needs to be drained. Not a very intelligent move in terms of job security.

Or it maybe a small pro-HC group.

After inauguration day, let's hope some heads roll.

The last thing the CIA wants is for the US and Russia to be buddy buddy.

So...somehow, Putin was able to affect the election one way, and the endorsements for HRC and the slander of Trump by and from Washington Post, New York Times, Philadelphia Inquirer, practically every big-city newspaper, practically every newspaper in Europe, every EU mandarin, B Streisand, Keith Olberman, Comedy Central, MSNBC, CNN, Lady Gaga, Lena Dunham and a wad of other media outlets and PR-driven-celebs couldn't affect that election the other way.

Sounds unlikely on the face of it, but hats off to Vlad. U.S. print and broadcast media, Hollywood, Europe...you lost.

The Reverse Blockade

"Reverse Blockade: emphatically insisting upon something which is the opposite of the truth blocks the average person’s mind from perceiving the truth. In accordance with the dictates of healthy common sense, he starts searching for meaning in the "golden mean" between truth and its opposite, winding up with some satisfactory counterfeit. People who think like this do not realize that this effect is precisely the intent of the person who subjects them to this method. " page 104, Political Ponerology by Andrew M. Lobaczewski

Regardless of everyone's opinion, this is going to be a very dangerous week to come.

With the electoral college meeting on the 19th, everything from knives to poison gas is in play.
Should the UNTHINKABLE happen at the Electoral College vote, I expect Civil... (how shall I put this so I don't trigger any innocent bystanders?) Disorderliness (CD). Should the CD start now as a preventive measure?

MSM needs to be held to same slander/libel laws as the rest of us. A free press does not include the freedom from prosecution for purposefully printing fake news that has implication on

Russia admitted they helped. Why is it so hard to believe? We meddle in elections around the world..

Kindly provide the link so the great unwashed masses can be informed.

Review the history of Kissinger and Allende and see why Kissinger can't travel to countries in Europe.

Now that's interference! If skeptical, search for Iran-Contra and Shah of Iran. As the great Yogi said, you can look it up.

Millions came out against Hillary. Millions came out against Trump. They all need to be investigated. Lol.

The Russians did it? Laughable, evidence-free, conspiracy theory.

This is turning out to be most toxic transition of power ever, with Obama and his neocon rejects poisoning everything they can, Syria, Russia, even minor boards and committees.

Obama is poisoning the well as he leaves office. Small minded, mean little bastard that he is.

The Russians never did anything...but if they did stop WW3 by stopping Clinton, and Obama... then I thank them.

Exactly my sentiment as well, if anything, Thank You Russia!
just the tip 🌹 northern vigor • Dec 10, 2016 11:51 AM
that car ride for the WH to the capital is going to be fun.

Arnold 🌹 just the tip • Dec 10, 2016 12:12 PM
Your comment ticked one of my remaining Brain Cells.
The final scene of "The Gauntlet".

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0076070/

northern vigor 🌹 Arnold • Dec 10, 2016 1:27 PM
I thought Trump said last summer if he got elected, he was going to fire the Secret Service and hire Navy Seals for personal protection. Maybe he should be on that.

Arnold 🌹 northern vigor • Dec 10, 2016 4:34 PM
You make a point I would like to comment on.

The focus of the Seals is a tight cohesive group to destroy things, mission directed.
The Secret service is 100% boredom, with less than zero action.
A great deal of preparation is in front of them when they travel, and they put low man on the roster on details that would make you puke.
If the Secret Service close in and Team Leader wanted to have some less physical Seal training, so much the better.
Seals are not made for standing around, surveying the crowd....

beijing expat 🌹 Neochrome • Dec 10, 2016 10:29 AM
Obama can't help himself. He is feckless.

TruthBeforeAll • Dec 10, 2016 10:24 AM
I guess Hillary should have used a secure email server after all.

cherry picker • Dec 10, 2016 10:24 AM
The CIA has probably hacked into the nuclear keys, you know the red button in the president's attache case that can start the holocaust.
This organization needs to shrivel up and die.
The world would be a better place if a natural disaster wiped the CIA from the face of this planet. The American public won't do it. Obama bullshitted his way in saying he was going to close Gitmo, playground for the CIA, and didn't do it.
Maybe the Cubans will blow up that base and take Gitmo back, it is on Cuban soil.
Maybe all those countries which has US bases should give them eviction notices, it would save the US a lot of money which can be used maybe to fix up the ghettos in the USA.

juergensen • Dec 10, 2016 10:24 AM

This is fake news timed to divert attention from the breaking news the day before that Obama's DHS tried to hack into the State of Georgia election computers: https://goo.gl/ipJmEe

Charles Offdensen • Dec 10, 2016 10:25 AM

It is the assessment of the intelligence community that Russia's goal here was to favor one candidate over the other, to help Trump get elected," the newspaper quoted a senior U.S. official briefed on an intelligence presentation last week to key senators as saying. “That’s the consensus view.”

This quote goes to show us all what a bunch of desperate lying sacks of shit they are. Especially you Barry the Buttfucker. If it’s the concensus view that Russia was trying to favor one candidate over the other then why isn't the MSM. Being investigated for favoring Hildabitch?

You people lost because a majority of people don't want your globalist Marxist shitburger for breakfast, lunch and dinner for the rest of their lives. Keep going down this road leftist and you will see why there is a 2nd amendment in the constitution.

And may I remind you that you are picking a fight with the side that has ALL of the guns!!! It can be truly said that you snowflakes are a SPECIAL KIND OF STUPID!!

May I also remind you that it matters not one bit of difference a WHO hacked the a Dems and Hitlerys emails. It should concern you WHAT was found in those emails.

Merry fucking Christmas assholes!!

For the record I tried

Fed-up with bei... • Charles Offdensen • Dec 10, 2016 10:59 AM

FINALLY, for Christ's SAKES! SOMEONE has the audacity to question what is CONTAINED in those emails. It is amazing to me that the entire discussion is about HOW the information (in the emails, clearly so damaging!) and nothing is mentioned about WHAT was in them.

This level of senselessness is become quite irritating. TIME TO GO BACK AND GET MORE SLEEP.

Warthog777 • Charles Offdensen • Dec 10, 2016 6:41 PM

Exactly. We can have a conversation about alleged "Russian Interference" after all the criminal activity revealed is investigated and prosecuted to the full extent. I say, we keep hammering that message home on every front, so that every time they bring it up, they shoot themselves in the head.

Barnaby • Dec 10, 2016 10:26 AM

"Russia, if you're listening, I hope you're able to find the 30,000 emails that are missing" from emails that Hillary Clinton turned over to the State Department, Trump said in a lengthy press conference in Doral, Fla. “I think you will probably be rewarded mightily by our press. Let’s see if that happens. That will be next. Yes, sir.” ~DJ Trump

Utterly indefensible words from this summer. Try and defend it, you cunts. Chump makes Petraeus look like an American hero.

TRN • Barnaby • Dec 10, 2016 10:47 AM

cunts... Thank you for your kind words dear Sir!
As for the statement that you reference, it is what the majority of Americans understood clearly as an in your face sarcasm. But the understanding of said figure of speech does require a certain humaneness not to be found in all members of the species, especially those members with dogmatic predisposition and unshakable belief in their unerring judgement!

TRM 🌛 Barnaby • Dec 10, 2016 11:27 AM
With security so poor that everyone else on the planet who wanted those 33k email has them you are blaming Trump for saying "release them"?

How about the contents of the emails? Why all this OCD on how they get released? SQUIRREL!!!!!

Get stuffed Barny and take MDB with you.

Yes We Can.. But... 🌛 Barnaby • Dec 10, 2016 11:28 AM
HRC23 illegally deletes 33,000 emails that are US gubmint property, and Trump suggests that if the Russians were among those who hacked her basement server and have copies of those deleted emails (due to Clinton's treasonous recklessness), he'd like for the Russians to produce them, and you think Trump's position on that needs defending – WTF is wrong with you?!

just the tip 🌛 Barnaby • Dec 10, 2016 11:47 AM
i can't understand why trump would say, paraphrasing, 'the press would be mightily rewarded'? the statement is preposterous. the media, as you well know, were seeking to censor the release of any material that would show their snow queen in a bad light.

the only question that does remain, from your comment, is, does hillary have her dick in your ass or your pussy or your mouth?

chindit13 • Dec 10, 2016 10:26 AM
Wrong. This is a perfect example of Fake News. It is driven by the White House and WaPo, and it has nothing to do with anything in the intel community.

I'm going to guess Hillary will not note this in her next speech, nor will Obama. Trump will be made aware of the truth, which includes--inter alia---that lots of people are anxious to see Obama get out of town ASAP, and that the US (and world) dodged a bullet when MI, PA, FL and the good people of WI went for Trump.

chindit13 🌛 chindit13 • Dec 10, 2016 11:02 AM
Obama is acting like a petulant child, engaging in a scorched Earth policy as his meaningless, unsuccessful, and miserable 8 years come to an end. He is trying to poison the well for Trump, and he is showing gross disloyalty to anyone who served him. He is miffed at Brennan, because Brennan noted in a public Congressional hearing the truths about the Iran deal.

Ideally Trump doesn't take the bait, and understands that Obama is just a clown, trying to manufacture a legacy where nothing positive exists, and helping Hillary (whom Obama doesn't like anyway, so this is odd) come up with yet another excuse for losing.

There is no proof regarding this issue of the hacks. There are possibilities, with Russia being just one of many, and that fact was ignored by WaPo and Dem Congresspeople. Not surprisingly, the WaPo did not note that another possibility was the proverbial 13-year old pimply-faced kid in his Mom's basement, who phished Podesta with a trick any other adult would have caught. The DNC hack source is rather obvious, too, though he can no longer speak for himself. Bullets in the back do that.
As for the voting machines, not one was connected to any public network, so a hack was impossible. Jill Stein, like all the whiners, is showboating in order to perpetuate a false meme. Imbedded code is a possibility, but the company who produced the machines would be the one to question regarding that, and the owner is not Russian.

Miss Expectations * Dec 10, 2016 10:26 AM

You gotta know how serious they are...did you notice that Michael Moore actually shaved and got a haircut?

bankonzhongguo * Dec 10, 2016 10:26 AM

Well the one thing we all know is that the CIA would never lie about anything.

How are those daily briefings going to work out now?

'Here is your PDB, but we think YOU are a Russian spy.'

Ridiculous.

Based upon Washington Post's reputation, it seems this story is right up there with that Craig Timburg story.

Out-going Obama really makes CIA look like a bunch of chumps here.

We at least we all know the USA would never be interested, able or actually involved in the election process of another country.

juergensen * Dec 10, 2016 10:28 AM

Hopefully this brings home to Trump the viscous opposition he will face, and the need to not have to deal with any opposition from within his cabinet, hence the need to not have Romney.

Pigeon * Dec 10, 2016 10:29 AM

I recall lots of "consensus views" that were outright lies, bullshit and/or stupidity.

"The Sun circles the Earth. The Earth is flat. Global cooling / next ice age (1970s). Global warming (no polar ice) 1990s-00's. Weapons of mass destruction. You can keep your doctor.

The CIA, Pentagon and "intelligence" agencies need both a cleaning and culling. 50% of the Federal govt needs to go.....now.

What is BEYOND my comprehension is how anyone would think that in Putin's mind, Trump would be preferable to Hillary. She and her cronies are so corrupt, he would either be able to blackmail or destroy her (through espionage and REAL leaks) any time he wanted to during her presidency.

Do TPTB think we are this fucking stupid?

GRDguy • Pigeon * Dec 10, 2016 10:40 AM

Yes, TPTB really do think we're that stupid.

Remember Pelosi saying "We have to pass it to find out what's in it."

Pigeon • Dec 10, 2016 10:31 AM

Did anyone else notice how creepy the music was on the WaPo video? A musical accompaniment designed to instill fear, nervousness...one long sustained note. Was kind of like the sounds of Saturn's rings.

NuYawkFrankie • Dec 10, 2016 10:31 AM

The spooks have gone cuckoo
The spooks have gone cuckoo

Blacklist Promoted by the Washington Post Has Apparent Ties to Ukrainian Fascism and CIA Spying.
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/46006.htm

I love this. Trump is not eager to "drain the swamp" and to collide with the establishment, anyway he has no viable economic plan and promised way too much. However if they want to lead a coup for Hilary with the full backing of most republican and democrat politicians just to get their war against Russia, something tells me that the swamp will be drained for real when the country falls apart in chaos.

Let's get real here. The WaPo broke the Jessica Lynch "story."

This is why Aby Warburg (older brother of Paul Warburg and first born) rejected the family business. Aby pointed out in his book that Native Americans respected animals; because they had more "integrity." How can elections have more "integrity" than the people running for office." If you don't know, Paul Warburg is considered the "father" of the Federal Reserve.

Obama is poisoning the well:
1. Telling US soldiers not to listen to President Trump
2. Having the US intelligence agencies divert resources from radical Islam terrorists to find the 'Russian election gremlins'
3. Incenting US citizens to riot against President Trump
4. Setting up his communist activities base in DC
5. Giving arms to all Syrian terrorists
6. Sending more sf to Syria

Obama senses a rope around his neck.

Obama senses a rope around his neck.

Obama is poisoning the well:
1. Telling US soldiers not to listen to President Trump
2. Having the US intelligence agencies divert resources from radical Islam terrorists to find the 'Russian election gremlins'
3. Incenting US citizens to riot against President Trump
4. Setting up his communist activities base in DC

2 above... hard evidence from an "accredited and not fake"
northern vigor • Dec 10, 2016 10:36 AM

Fuckin’ Obama interfered in the Canadian election last year by sending advisers up north to corrupt our laws. He has a lot of nerve pointing fingers at the Russians.

I notice liberals love to point fingers at others, when they are the guilty ones. It must be in the Alinsky handbook.

Pigeon • northern vigor • Dec 10, 2016 10:38 AM

Called “projection”. Everything they accuse others of doing badly, illegally, immorally, etc. - means that is EXACTLY what they are up to.

just the tip • northern vigor • Dec 10, 2016 11:35 AM

It is in the Alinsky handbook.

Arnold • just the tip • Dec 10, 2016 4:41 PM

http://townhall.com/columnists/johnhawkins/2012/04/13/12_ways_to_use_sau...

cheech_wizard • Dec 10, 2016 10:36 AM

Just another news outlet and another alphabet agency in need of a thorough colonic with battery acid.

Standard Disclaimer: Move along, nothing to see here...

Dealver Turdin • cheech_wizard • Dec 10, 2016 11:29 AM

Corporate Interference Apparatus

Pigeon • Dec 10, 2016 10:37 AM

OH and I noted in the news somewhere today that Obama just sent another 200 troops to Syria.

denandra • Dec 10, 2016 10:40 AM

If Russia tried to influence the election, so what ? maybe they wanted the candidate that was not planning to start a nuclear war with them.

OliverAnd • Dec 10, 2016 10:42 AM

Imagine a world where the USA and Russia actually got along... it would make organizations like the CIA shrink.
Arnold  OliverAnd  Dec 10, 2016 4:44 PM
Naw, they still suck at Humit.

People can be bought for pennies, if they can trust you.
They cannot trust the CIA goons.

Smiddywesson  Dec 10, 2016 10:42 AM
You guys delighted when every two bit dictator in the world came out publicly against Trump, and now you hypocrites are calling him illegitimate because, maybe, Russia perceived Hillary as a threat to peace. LOL, OF COURSE SHE'S A THREAT TO PEACE, SHE'S A GLOBALIST.

This is all irrelevant, you guys lost. LOL, YOU LOST.

Son of Captain Nemo  Dec 10, 2016 10:56 AM
"with" or "without you" Donald Trump!
https://southfront.org/us-lawmakers-introduce-stop-arming-terrorists-act...

Yes indeed. All you have to do is ride these already made "coattails" that you had nothing to do creating and say you are either for or against this legislation?...

But "Mad Dog" Mattis aka Fallujah The 'White Phosphorous' General might get angry?...

I wonder just how many active and retired military are behind Congresswoman Gabbard and "if indeed they are" for this legislation... "Why" their asses aren't in Washington D.C. just like they are defending DAPL but ignoring ALL of their own past and present shame in the Department of treason and war crimes is telling???...

Makes you wonder don't it!

jerry_theking_lawler  Dec 10, 2016 10:45 AM
CIA = Deep State.

Trump should not only 'defund' them but should end all other 'programs' that are providing funds to them. Drug trade, bribery, embezzelment, etc. End the CIA terror organization.

Gilford  Dec 10, 2016 10:48 AM
Of course it was the Russians. They had good reason to move on Hillary. Maybe they tried to hack the GOP too but maybe the GOP wasn't dumb enough to fall for a phishing email that the average grandmother would let their 12 year old grandkid handle for them.

trader1  Dec 10, 2016 10:48 AM
(CIA vs. FBI vs. NSA) vs. THE WORLD

Skiprrrdog  Dec 10, 2016 10:49 AM
Putin for Secretary of State...

Son of Captain Nemo  Skiprrrdog  Dec 10, 2016 10:55 AM
He'll be getting that when the U.S. attempts a stunt somewhere in Donbass or Idlib with Russian casualties (like paramedics) that will finally push it over the edge.

While he's inheriting Secretary of State I think I'm still might...
While he's inheriting Secretary of State I think PM of Israel might as well go along with the trappings of what comes out of the belly of a TU-22 or a Kirov-class frigate!!!
possible win sent someone to Russia and had them actually run the
IP routes for show.

Bush was misled because the CIA management was scared of some
of his budgetary saber rattles and his chasing after some CIA
management. In this case, someone is really scared of what the
people will find when the swamp gets drained, if ever it gets done.
This includes so-called "false flag conservatives" like Lindsey
Graham and top Democrats "Cambridge 5 Admirers" salted in over
the years into the CIA.

The fact that's forgotten about this is that if the story was even
slightly true, it shows how incompetent the Democrats are in
running a country, how Barak Obama was an intentional
incompetent trying to drive the country into the ground and hurting
its people, how even with top technologies, coerced corrupted
vendors and trillions in funding the NSA, CIA and FBI they were
outflanked by the FSB and others and why Hillary's server was more
incompetent and dangerous a decision than we think.

Maybe Hillary and Bill had their server not to hide information from
the people, but maybe to actually promote the Russian hacking?

Why should Trump believe the CIA? What kind of record and
leadership do they have that anyone other than a fool should listen
to them?

Fathead Slim • Dec 10, 2016 10:54 AM
If this keeps up, Trump is going to have to beat the piss out of
Bezos. Cage match?

small axe • Dec 10, 2016 10:55 AM
At some point Americans will need to wake up to the fact that the
CIA has and does interfere in domestic affairs, just as it has long
sought to counter "subversion" overseas. The agency is very likely
completely outside the control of any administration at this point
and is probably best seen as the enforcement arm of the Deep
State.

As the US loses its empire and gains Third World status, it is (sadly)
fitting that the CIA war to maintain docile populations becomes
more apparent domestically.

Welcome to Zimbabwe USA.

Land Snark • Dec 10, 2016 10:58 AM
I'm getting a little nervous I have to admit as all the swamp
creatures are rising up. FBI, CIA, NSA, DHS,...MSM. This swamp is
looking more like the everglades. If we get past the 19th ok then
the next phase of "Russian hacking" might involve a lights out
scenario. Dangerous times...dangerous people.

mary mary • Land Snark • Dec 10, 2016 11:02 AM
MSM Talking Head: "HOW can we live through all this fear of
TERRORISTS"?

TV viewer: Clicks TV off. "Done." Smiles.

SirBarksAlot • Land Snark • Dec 10, 2016 11:05 AM
You don't think the rats will be hiding after the 19th?

TRN • SirBarksAlot • Dec 10, 2016 11:35 AM
What makes you think they will stop here?
mary mary * Dec 10, 2016 11:05 AM

Seventeen "Security Agencies" and they can't stop their own patriotic employees from outing Hillary's illegal email server. Good.

But, Agencies' solution? Make Up Fake Stuff and find someone who was NOT involved, and blame them.

Agencies ALWAYS do this. Al Queda did 911, and Saddam Hussein was fighting Al Queda, so Agencies blame Saddam Hussein for 911! Qaddafi was keeping terrorists out of Europe, so Agencies blame Qaddafi for terrorists in Europe! Weak. Stupid. Narcissistic. Pathetic, transparent second-string con-men. Gay. Peddling Fiction is all Agenices are capable of doing.

blue51 ✨ mary mary * Dec 10, 2016 11:25 AM

Speaking of Pathetic, transparent second-string con-men, peddling fiction ... Sen. Graham goes full retard. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mC7Fz0d9H8M

mary mary 🍃 blue51 * Dec 10, 2016 1:19 PM

A constant embarrassment. McCain too.

Fireman * Dec 10, 2016 11:00 AM

The last president that wanted to split Al CIAduh into a thousand pieces didn't fare too well. I cannot imagine that this will end well either. Maybe that's why Trump is currently setting the stage for Eric Prince and his private army to make a comeback after Trump made Prince's billionaire sister Betsy Devos (married to Amway owner) his new Educashun Secretary. Draining the swamp indeed.

In fact I would wager that USSA will burn before much longer. Call it KARMA if you will because it always comes back to bite you on the ass when you have been bad and we all know, as does the entire planet, that USSA has been very very bad. In the end USSA needs democracy more than anything else and a benevolent pisspot just won't cut it when the peasants finally cotton on that they have been Obummered yet again.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gxc5FpmBAzQ

daveO 🍁 Fireman * Dec 10, 2016 11:17 AM

Well, that was personal.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary_Pinchot_Meyer


assium * Dec 10, 2016 11:00 AM

WAPO = BEZOS SPHINCTER

SirBarksAlot * Dec 10, 2016 11:01 AM

Not one word reported about Saudi Arabia financing Hillary's campaign or her email server being left wide-open, breaking national security laws, left and right.

When your client is guilty, attack the character of the victim, right?

Boing_Snap 🍁 SirBarksAlot * Dec 10, 2016 11:09 AM

This is another attempt by the Zionist neo-Cons to get their candidate a toehold on power. If the American faction from the
Candidate a toehold on power. If the American faction from the intelligence community is real there should be a response.

Dr. Steve where are you?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXUoRzkaUxc

dexter_morgan • Dec 10, 2016 11:04 AM
Clinton Foundation?

esum • Dec 10, 2016 11:04 AM
JOHN BRENNAN = LOBOTOMITE

billpayer • Dec 10, 2016 11:04 AM
The more entangled in their own lies they are, the more obvious their stupidity and bias becomes.

squilmi • Dec 10, 2016 11:05 AM
Interesting how nothing that Wikileaks et al, has been refuted. I think what this is all about is that if Trump actually does get inaugurated, there's going to be hell to pay, starting with the Washington Compost.

Arnold • squilmi • Dec 10, 2016 4:55 PM
Yup.

I also recommend:

http://classics.mit.edu/Tzu/artwar.html

(Although available on one of the Kindle platforms for free.)

and

http://www.online-literature.com/machiavelli/prince/

Same, same.

You've been there, done that, but not everybody has.

marcusfenix • Dec 10, 2016 11:10 AM
what I don't understand is why the CIA is even getting tangled up in this three ring circus freak show.

Trump has already signaled he is going hand them nearly unlimited power by appointing Pompeo in the first place. I would think they would be very happy to welcome the incoming administration with open arms.

I could see it if they were really that pissed about Trumps proposed Russian re-set and maybe they are but even that has to be in doubt because of the rate at which Trump is militarizing his cabinet. all these stars are not exactly going to support their president going belly up to the bar with Putin. and since Trump has no military or civilian leadership experience (which is why I believe he has loaded up on so much brass in the first place, to compensate) I have no doubt they will have tremendous influence on policy.

in all reality Trump is a MIC, intelligence cabal dream come true, so why would they even consider biting the hand that feeds so well? perhaps their is more going on here under the surface, maybe all the various agencies and bureaucracies are not playing nice, or together for that matter. perhaps some have grown so large and so powerful that they have their own agendas? It's not as if our federal
government has ever really been one big happy family there have been many times when the right hand did not know what the left hand was doing. and congress is week so oversight of this monolithic military and intelligence entities may not be as extensive as we would like to think.

after all the CIA and the Pentagon’s proxy armies are already killing each other in Syria so one has to wonder in what other arenas are they clashing?

and is this really all just a small glimpse of some secret war within, which every once in a while bubbles up to the surface?

FedFunnyMoney • Dec 10, 2016 11:11 AM
Go CIA, Go!

-4

Bernardo Gui • Dec 10, 2016 11:12 AM
This is the same CIA that in 2005 concluded that Iran had completely abandoned its nuclear program.

6

Paul John Smith • Bernardo Gui • Dec 10, 2016 11:14 AM
That same CIA verified Carter’s Nobel Peace Prize for “nuclear free” N. Korea in the 90's.

6 (I was stationed in S. Korea at the time)

0 (so I loved that CIA truth)

WasNotWuz66 • Bernardo Gui • Dec 10, 2016 11:28 AM
Pretty sure the CIA is nothing more than US intelligence propaganda, particularly more this time around, but yeah........

0 Maybe the incoming admin. can change that, maybe not........

0 will see

Aging Skeptic • Dec 10, 2016 11:15 AM
Best part is, if Russians indeed provided the emails (which I doubt) it makes the emails immediately untrue, right? Also in unrelated note – reds under your beds!

0

Yars Revenge • Dec 10, 2016 11:16 AM
First order of business when Trump gets elected: visiting Langley and saying "You're FIRED!"

10

Aging Skeptic • Yars Revenge • Dec 10, 2016 11:18 AM
Not unless he wants to be JFK'd

2

HamFistedIdiot • Dec 10, 2016 2:30 PM
Apparently, CIA and Mossad are involved in the child trafficking that Clinton Foundation, Comet Ping Pong, and James Alefantis front for.

David Brock founded Media Matters and Correct the Record with funding from George Soros, and was a past lover of Comet Ping Pong owner James Alefantis (with Brock paying out $850k in their settlement). Brock is the king of the DNC’s and Soros's massive
trolling campaigns. For more information check out:
David Seaman (#PizzaGate Breakthrough: ROTHCHILD and CTR's David Brock Had Social Ties w/ Jimmy Comet!) at YouTube: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEUvrtNyQGI&t=13s](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEUvrtNyQGI&t=13s)

Titus Frost (#PizzaGate – False Flag Hoax starring IMDb Actor Edgar Maddison Welch) at YouTube: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8WIEXaDcVVo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8WIEXaDcVVo).

Having been banned at Twitter and Reddit, PizzaGate is now being censored at YouTube. RIP Andrew Breitbart who in 2011 fingered John Podesta as a sadistic pedophile.

My [personal blog page](#) on this subject.

Two overviews of PizzaGate:

30 Things We Know about PizzaGate | #JohnPodesta #CometPingPong #PizzaGate [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekejhDu-biQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekejhDu-biQ)

#PizzaGate – Documentary [Titus Frost Mirror] [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jb46IeC2e08&t](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jb46IeC2e08&t)

More: [https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com](https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com)


There is more to the Podesta/Abramovic Spirit Cooking than you want to know....

*overmedicatedun...* • Dec 10, 2016 11:21 AM

ex mayor of NYC got the boot, then this..he was a plant by insider DC to reign in and keep tabs on Trump. 911 is the big lie they must keep secret. or maybe Trump is a russian asset...LOL LOL LOL

*Arnold* 👤 overmedicatedundersexed • Dec 10, 2016 5:13 PM

Dear Overmeds:

When the planes hit the towers, most of my crew wanted to leave for NYC, even back then we were too old to be military.

I met Rudy, later when we were doing Anthrax shit. I shook his hand, and was not repulsed.

A boxer has got to know when to quit.

HE FILLS A VALUABLE ROLE, probably the best, as an agent provocateur for our point of view.

The battle is for a perspective, not a self aggrandizement.

Lets leave that role to the Trumpet, shall we.

(gosh, for role, i should be able to punctuate it for the intent of the word.)

*gregga777* • Dec 10, 2016 11:21 AM

The CIA (Central Insanity Agency) IS the United States government. It controls all of the other so-called independent intelligence agencies. The CIA (Central Insanity Agency) are The very same people who:

• for decades have had hundreds of so-called journalists on the CIA payroll and have controlled the propaganda reported by Western Mainstream News Media;
• assassinated President John F. Kennedy because they were furious about the failure of their Insane Bay of Pigs fiasco, the peaceful resolution of the Cuban Missile Crisis, etc., etc., etc.;
• who faked the Gulf of Tonkin intelligence to get the United States Congress to pass the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution giving the bloodthirsty Generals and Admirals and President Lyndon B. Johnson the false flag incident to drastically escalate the Vietnam
War and all of the attendant decades of lying about that war;
- destabilized Afghanistan to encourage invasion by the Soviet Union and destroy Jimmy Carter's Presidency;
- encourage President Jimmy Carter to admit the Shah of Iran to create the pretext for decades of enmity between Iran and the United States;
- encouraged Saddam Hussein to invade Kuwait to give President George H. W. Bush the pretext to declare war on Iraq;
- were behind the 9/11/2001 false flag attacks on the World Trade Center towers and the Pentagon and then lied that it was all an Al Qaeda plot;
- lied about Iraqi weapons of mass destruction;
- lie about whatever whenever it suits their agenda;
- control the 'narratives' in the Feral gangster government's organs of state propaganda (mainstream & social media and entertainment oligopoly);

And far, far more. But, I got tired of typing and I don't want to bore the readers. The point being that they are professional liar's and the love of truth and the American Republic is not in them.

chosen • Dec 10, 2016 11:22 AM
CIA has no credibility. It is probably filled with Russian moles, who are now trying to discredit the US election.

There • Dec 10, 2016 11:22 AM
The "there" that will be there is of course, is Congressman PompKochia, The Koch Bros man from their HQ district in KS. As CIA Chief, only approved intelligence will be manufactured and dispensed.

Recall how WMDs where conjured up by the VP for the Iraq war.

gregga777 • Dec 10, 2016 11:26 AM
The multiple nefarious intrigues in Washington, D.C., amongst the Deep State players can only be described as, "wheels within wheels within wheels within wheels...". The best advice is:

"Trust no one. Believe no one."

At least then one won't be disappointed by the inevitable betrayals that are forthcoming.

Sizzurp • Dec 10, 2016 11:28 AM
Even if Russia was trying to help Trump, why should it matter? All they allegedly did was expose information which most of the media spiked anyway. Now take a look at all the lopsided financial assistance Hillary received from countries like Saudi Arabia, and Qatar ect. What about all the unfair assistance she received from every major media company and newspaper in the entire country? Even now after the election, they spend all their time trying to discredit Trump. It's sickening how partisan the media is. What about the help she received from a sitting president? Hillary's unfair advantage was far greater than Trump's. This story, and the CIA report are sour grapes. Why don't they investigate how over the top partisan the media is? Is the media controlled by the CIA? I think to a great degree they are. The unified message of "fake news" is clearly being controlled by a central agency. Online news outlets and bloggers have negated the official fake narrative and replaced it with something that simply can't be tolerated, truth.

inosent • Dec 10, 2016 2:55 PM
yes. russia is a Christian country. vlad is Christian. there is a vid of a russian general praying a Christian prayer at the start of a major military display. vlad has been doing what he can to help russia pick up the pieces after the jews ruined it from 1917-1994. vlad has been the only one trying to stop the isis killing machine. vlad has shown tremendous restraint and practically wrote the book on diplomacy. he has been under a direct
economic and propaganda attack built on lies from the jew
controlled west for years, but he's still there, hanging tough, as
popular as ever. on a scale of 1 - 10 of trustworthiness, in the
global political game we play, the objective facts on the table
place vlad no worse than 5 - and that is being generous in re the
jews’ fake hysteria. the jews place him at 0 of course, and flail
away with their demonization campaign to the bitter end. but
the jews are liars, they only care about their bulls— myths and
agendas and perpetual isolation built on fake claims of their
superiority. additionally, jews are driven to madness with their
hatred of Jesus and all things Christian, so it must be a real burn
for them to see the truth that when the jews had control of
Russia the world saw how the jews ruined it, but now with
Christianity on the rise with a Christian leader, Russia is coming
back to health, and is patiently waiting to build a long lasting
and constructive relationship with what I hope will be a Christian
America. So all this demonizing is total bs. the presumption is
there is something evil about vlad and russia. the truth is the evil
is in the hearts of the liars that continue to perpetuate the myth
of the russian bogeyman, to the extent that, based on more lies,
the jews can use the blood and treasure of America to war with
russia for the sake of their baseless hatred and spite.

A rope leash • Dec 10, 2016 11:28 AM
When Edgar Cayce murmured “Russia, the hope of the world”
maybe he wasn’t indicating that Russian restraint would preserve
peace. Maybe the hope is that Russia kicks our ass and stops us
from enslaving the world.

SmedleyButlersGhost • Dec 10, 2016 11:30 AM
“I can no longer sit back and allow Communist infiltration,
Communist indoctrination, Communist subversion, and the
international Communist conspiracy to sap and impurify all of our
precious bodily fluids.”

Major Jack D Ripper

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1KvgtEnABY&sns=em

monad • Dec 10, 2016 11:37 AM
WaPo is the most obvious, disgustingly shallow propaganda. Must
be a decoy. When the msm goes off on lameass crusades they do it
to conceal news of vital importance. Events like passing and
upholding unconstitutional laws for the most absurd pretenses,
sending more Americans to die for the criminals who occupy DC
and state governments, coups by invaders and traitors, and
massive encroachments on the one guarantee of the God given
good right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness that is the
keystone of our social contract.

T - 42 days.

Arnold 🌱 monad • Dec 10, 2016 5:28 PM
Yellow Journalism.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yellow_journalism

Some of the Wikis are still pretty accurate.

CheapBastard • Dec 10, 2016 11:34 AM
The neocons are desperate. Their war monger Hitlery lost by a
landslide now they fabricate all sorts of irrational BS.

However, there is no doubt the Russians stole my TV remote last
week.

Who was that man... 🌱 CheapBastard • Dec 10, 2016 11:49 AM
That’s nothing, the Russians hacked into my TV remote and
That's nothing, the Russians hacked into my TV remote and forced me to watch 63 hours straight of Leave it to Beaver reruns. It was horrible.

grunk 🗣 Who was that masked man • Dec 10, 2016 12:35 PM
Eddie Haskell was a Russian spy.

Nobodys Home 🗣 grunk • Dec 10, 2016 1:47 PM
Lumpy Rutherford is Mad Dog Mattis!

chosen 🗣 Who was that masked man • Dec 10, 2016 1:39 PM
Mrs Cleaver: "Ward, there is something wrong with the beaver."

Who was that man... 🗣 chosen • Dec 10, 2016 2:53 PM
"You were pretty hard on the beaver last night weren't you Ward?"

Riquin 🗣 CheapBastard • Dec 10, 2016 12:31 PM
Putin did it !!! They love TV remotes!!!

Kagemusho • Dec 10, 2016 11:38 AM
The Intel agencies have been politicized since the late 1970's; look up 'CIA Team B' and the 'Committee on the Present Danger' and their BS 'minority report' used by the original NeoCons to sway public opinion in favor of Ronald Reagan and the arms buildup of the 1980's, which led to the first sky-high deficits. It also led to a confrontational stance against the Soviet Union which almost led to nuclear war in 1983: The 1983 War Scare Declassified and For Real http://nsarchive.gwu.edu/nukevault/ebb533-The-Able-Archer-War-Scare-Declass... The honest spook analysts were forced out, then as now, in favor of NeoCons with political agendas that were dangerously myopic to say the least. The 'Office of Special Plans' in the Pentagon cherry-picked or outright fabricated intel in order to justify the NeoCon/Israeli wet-dream of total control of oil and the 'Securing the (Israeli) Realm' courtesy of invading parts of the Middle East and destabilizing the rest, with the present mess as the wholly predictable outcome. The honest analysts told them it would happen, and now they're gone.

This kind of organizational warping caused by agency politicization is producing the piss-poor intel leading to asinine decisions creating untold tragedy; that the WaPo is depending upon this intel from historically-proven tainted sources is just one more example of the incestuous nature of the relations between Traditional Media and its handlers in the intel community.

oncemore • Dec 10, 2016 11:38 AM
WAPO has patented all truth on the planet. They have to tell now, who is saint and who is devil.

Aging Skeptic 🗣 oncemore • Dec 10, 2016 11:48 AM
Come on, they are called "mainstream" media... They wouldn't lie
Come on, they are called “mainstream” media. They wouldn’t lie to us, little people, would they?

Aging Skeptic * Dec 10, 2016 11:39 AM
The fact that Catholics In Action (aka CIA) don’t like Trump makes me feel better about voting for him. I was starting to worry about all the swamp creatures he was pulling in. I just hope he has better security detail than Reagan did. Reagan was forced to take a bunch of snakes into his bosom too and one of them nearly killed him. I hope Trump can at least troll the swamp if not drain it, to cut it down a size or something.

grunk 🤖 Aging Skeptic * Dec 10, 2016 1:24 PM
When the hordes storm Langley, the first thing they should do find the personnel files.

Who was that ma... * Dec 10, 2016 11:45 AM
The depth and breadth of corruption in our government is astonishing indeed and extends to each and every facet, every branch, every arm and wing. I sure hope Trump understands what he’s up against and that he is up to the task he has taken on. His life and our well being, in fact, the future of our country depend on it.

me or you * Dec 10, 2016 11:50 AM
I just canceled my Amazon subscription. Fuck WaPo.

Rock On Roger * Dec 10, 2016 11:48 AM
Truth is Hate

me or you * Dec 10, 2016 11:49 AM
This United States of America not United Settlements of Israel. Period!!

flaminratzazz * Dec 10, 2016 11:51 AM
Night of the long knives, Hail Trump! Kill these fvkers..please

Nobodys Home * Dec 10, 2016 12:04 PM
Sooo...WAPOO leads with no evidence and unnamed sources...Huffpoo echoes Wapoo's story with a huge headline and elaborates on it A Lot! Breitbart is not even running it. Drudge only links to Wapoo and it's not a headliner link.
This The Day After Obozo pledges to get to the bottom of Russian hacking influence in the election. Even Devin Nunes who sponsored the cybersecurity act says it's bullshit.
It's The Russians!!!!!!!!!
No. It's The Communists!!...also known as liberal progressives. (They will Never accept their loss!)
Stay thirsty my friends!

YHC-FTSE * Dec 10, 2016 11:54 AM
This isn't a "Soft Coup". It's the groundwork necessary for a rock
This isn't a "Soft Coup". It's the groundwork necessary for a bare
hard, go-for-broke, above the barricade, tanks in the street coup
d'etat. You do not get such a blatant accusation from the CIA and
establishment echo vendor, unless they are ready to back it up to
the hilt with action. The accusations are serious – treason and
election fraud.

Trump is a curious fellow. I've thought about this quite a bit and
tried to put myself in his shoes. He has no friends in .gov, no real
close "mates" he can depend on, especially in his own party, so he
had to start from scratch to put his cabinet together. His natural
"Mistake" is seeking people at his level of business acumen - his
version of real, ordinary people – when
billionaires/multimillionaires are actually Type A personalities,
usually predatory and addicted to money. In his world, and in
America in general, money equates to good social standing more
than any other facet of personal achievements. It is natural for an
American to equate "Good" with money. I'm a Brit and foreigners
like me (I have American cousins I've visited since I was a kid) who
visit the States are often surprised by the shallow materialism that
equates to culture.

So we have a bunch of dubious Alpha types addicted to money in
transition to take charge of government who know little or nothing
about the principle of public service. Put them in a room together
and without projects they can focus on, they are going to turn on
each other for supremacy. I would not be surprised if Trump's own
Cabinet destroys him or uses leverage from their own power bases
to manipulate him.

Mike Pompeo, for example, is the most fucked up pick as CIA
director I could have envisaged. He is establishment to his core, a
neocon torture advocate who will defend the worst excesses of the
intelligence arm of the MIC no matter what. One word from his
mouth could have stopped this bullshit about Russia helping
Trump win the election. Nobody in the CIA was going to argue with
the new boss. Yet here we are, on the cusp of another attack on
multiple fronts. This is how you manipulate an incumbent
president to dial up his paranoia to the max and failing that,
launch a coup d'etat.

It could very well be that this was Trump & the establishment plan
to con the American public from the start of course. I kind of
doubt it, since the efforts of the establishment to destroy Trump
was genuinely full retard from the outset and still continues. I
think he was his own man until paranoia and the enormity of his
position got the better of him and he chose his cabinet from the
establishment swamp dwellers to best protect him from his
enemies. Wrong choices, granted, but understandable. He would
have done better to ignore the political divide to choose those who
have spent their lives challenging the Deep State. My ignorance of
US politics does not supply me with a complete picture, but Ron
Paul, David Kucinich, Trey Gowdy, Tulsi Gabard and even turncoat
Bernie Sanders would have been better to drain the swamp than
the neocon zionists he has installed in power.

---

I think he was his own man until paranoia and the enormity of
his position got the better of him.,

\[1\] I think he was just dickin around with throwin his hat in the
ring, was going to go have fun calling everyone names with
outlandish attacks and lo and behold he won..

NOW he is shitting himself on the enormity of his GREATEST
fvkup in his life.

I think you're assumption is incorrect.

I hope you are right.
I hope you are right

Nobodys Home  flaminratzzz  Dec 10, 2016 1:40 PM
me too.

Arnold  Nobodys Home  Dec 10, 2016 5:37 PM
@Flamin.
Skepticism is good.
Not too much in public, m’Kay?

jomama  YHC–FTSE  Dec 10, 2016 12:16 PM
Unless you can show how Trump’s close ties to Wall St. (owes banks there around 350M currently) and being a lapdog to Israel make him anti-establishment, your premise is nothing more than your imagination.

YHC–FTSE  jomama  Dec 10, 2016 12:59 PM
My post is conjecture, obviously. The basis of my musings, as stated above, is the fact that the establishment has tried to destroy Trump from the outset using all of their assets in his own party, the msm, Hollyweird, intelligence and politics. A full retard attack is being perpetrated against him as I type.

There is some merit to dividing the establishment, the Deep State, into two opposing sides. One that lost power, prestige and funds backing Hillary and one that did not, which would make Trump an alternative establishment candidate. But there is no proof that any establishment (MIC+Banking) entity even likes Trump, let alone supports him. As for Israel, Hillary was their candidate of choice, but their MO is they will always infiltrate and back both sides to ensure compliance.

blindfaith  YHC–FTSE  Dec 10, 2016 12:36 PM
Do not underestimate Trump. I will grant that some of these picks are concerning. However, think in terms of business, AND government is a business from top to bottom. It has been run as a dog and pony show for years and look where we are. To me, I think his picks are strating to look like a very efficient team to get the government efficient again. That alone must make D.C. shake in thier boots.

YHC–FTSE  blindfaith  Dec 10, 2016 1:08 PM
Underestimating Trump is the last thing I would do. I’m just trying to understand his motives in my own clumsy way. Besides, he promised to “Drain the swamp”, not run the swamp more efficiently.

Arnold  YHC–FTSE  Dec 10, 2016 5:40 PM
Bayonne.

Arnold  Arnold  Dec 10, 2016 5:42 PM
A lotta projection goin’ on here.
Yog Soggoth • Dec 10, 2016 11:54 AM
Desperate people trying to avoid prison. Wha Po lost credibility in Watergate.

2
0

Nobody's Home 🌙 Yog Soggoth • Dec 10, 2016 1:37 PM
Desperate people trying to avoid the wrath of Cthulu for failing their evil mission. The ancient eternal black evil is rising from the depths to reclaim the world.

1
0

Sizzurp • Dec 10, 2016 12:22 PM
It sounds like Trump wants to upset the apple cart in the CIA and this is their response. Interesting how Chuck Todd tweeted to the rescue of the CIA. I'd be willing to bet he's a company man.

1
-1

Arnold 🌙 Sizzurp • Dec 10, 2016 5:45 PM
Really?
With that facial haircut?
Nobody in the interwebs has anything good to say about it.

0
0

joego1 • Dec 10, 2016 12:02 PM
We need some real news about every evil middle east country helping Hillbilly try to win the election. What about the 750K emails on wiener's laptop, we still haven't got any info on that. How about arming our enemies ISIS and the rest of them. Liar Obomber needs his tranny wife outted and his communist past redug up. Come on, we have a lot of work to do. Let's rev this fucker up!!

5
0

SharkBit • Dec 10, 2016 12:02 PM
Remind me why we need a CIA?

6
0

joego1 🌙 SharkBit • Dec 10, 2016 12:03 PM
To pull dirty tricks on humanity.

6
0

Aging Skeptic 🌙 SharkBit • Dec 10, 2016 12:30 PM
to collect blackmail on public figures and cower them into submission

2
0

Nobody's Home 🌙 SharkBit • Dec 10, 2016 1:32 PM
To import heroin....It's for the children.

2
0

OccamsCrazor • Dec 10, 2016 12:03 PM
CIA = Cocksucking Infidel Asswipes.

2
0

Aging Skeptic 🌙 OccamsCrazor • Dec 10, 2016 12:10 PM
CIA = Cocknut Implicators Association.
From a non political angle, this is a divorce in the making. Then democrats have been rejected in totality but instead of blaming themselves for not being good enough, they are blaming a third party which is the Russians. They are now engaging the Republican Party in a custody battle for the "children". There are lies flying around and the older children know exactly what is going on and sadly the younger children are confused, bewildered, angry and getting angrier by the minute. Soon Papa(Obama) will be leaving which is symbolic of the male father figure in the African American community. The new Papa is a white guy who is going to change the narrative, the rules of engagement and the financial picture. The ones who were the heroes in the Obama narrative are not going to be heroes anymore. New heroes will be formed and revered and during this process some will die for their beliefs.

Back to reality, Trump needs to cleanse the CIA of the ones who would sell our nation to the highest bidder. If the CIA is not on the side of America the CIA should be abolished. In a world where mercenaries are employed all over the world, bringing together a culturally mixed agency does not make for a very honest agency. It makes for a bunch of self involved countries trying to influence the power of individuals. The reason Castro was never taken down is because it was not in the interest of the CIA to do so. That is why there were some pretty hilarious non-attempts on Castro's life over the years. It is not in the best interest of the CIA that Trump be president. It is in the best interest of America that Trump is our President.

Would someone please explain to me(preferably in one syllable words since I'm so dense) why Trump or his minions don't hammer on the substance of the e-mails rather than where they were sourced from? The substance was what was damning and so why don't they demand answers about that? If they truly want to try and sway opinion, the substance needs to be addressed. Thanks in advance.

They will not say not true, they will say bad man made news. So not even look. Trump trolls, let him do it. They will fail.

The answer to your question is that Trump does not have tangible proof in his own hands that this information is true or even provable. In releasing the information, they gave the enemy a heads up as to what would be sought out once Trump was actually elected. People continue to over estimate the power of the president and underestimate the power of a smear campaign against a political leader or group of political entities. Trump can tweet opinions all day long and no one can touch
him legally. But when he becomes the President elect his opinions have to be more or less kept to himself especially if he is correct. The emotionalism that he is allowing himself to portray is food for the faint of heart and is a well placed disguise for those who would prevent him from taking the office he won. I am sorry that there is no such thing as a one syllable word explanation but people have many different faces and they use the one that helps them to survive in the moment. The one they choose defines their character.

Arnold ducksinarow • Dec 10, 2016 5:56 PM
REWITE FOR BETTER CLARITY.
Not implied, red pencil for the whole thing.

smacker • Dec 10, 2016 12:12 PM
I can reveal for the very first time the name of the person who hacked the DNC server and provided propaganda to help Trump win. Yep, here it is folks:

jomama • Dec 10, 2016 12:13 PM
Let me guess – he furiously tweeted about it while making deals with other nations to boost his personal empire’s wealth?

At least I can get a laugh out of scrolling through what all his fanboys here frantically are coming up with justifications because they’re still in love with their idol.

paddycomeback • Dec 10, 2016 12:14 PM
Picking Mad Dog was a smart move. Hillary will call on the US military to back her coup. Mad Dog can appeal directly to the service men and women to side with The People.

grunk • paddycomeback • Dec 10, 2016 12:16 PM
Will Hillary’s army wear purple?

flaminratzazz • grunk • Dec 10, 2016 12:22 PM
rainbows and high heels

Aging Skeptic • grunk • Dec 10, 2016 12:23 PM
No they will BE purple from all the impotent rage

horseman • paddycomeback • Dec 10, 2016 12:40 PM
Probably why most of the generals he has picked have been Marines. I have always believed that if the military staged a coup against obama it would have been by the Corps.

markar • paddycomeback • Dec 10, 2016 1:58 PM
Mad Dog may be his only protection from a coup and/or assassination between now and Jan 20. If he can’t unleash counter coup hell on the countless traitors trying to over turn this election, it’s all over for this country.
This election, it's all over for this country. Michael Moore's prediction, "something 'crazy' could happen to stop Trump becoming president" is unfolding! Where is Chaffetz when we need him?

Aging Skeptic ★ the French bitch ★ Dec 10, 2016 12:19 PM
Yes, the crazy thing will be Michal Moor dooing a strip tease, which will cause everyone to lose their lunch and postpone inauguration.

joego1 ★ the French bitch ★ Dec 10, 2016 12:27 PM
Wait until after Trump gets screwed by the mic. Then you will see "something crazy" happen.

ducksinarow ★ the French bitch ★ Dec 10, 2016 12:43 PM
There is no better way to calm the masses than to put up smoke screens that make it appear that some one is doing something about the perceived problem. At the moment of this writing I do not remember how many days we have to go before January 20. But I do know that we have 9 days before the electoral college votes.

We have had one RINO that has publicly declared he will not vote the way his state voted. He has also not volunteered to step down and allow another representative to vote the conscience of the state which means he is purposely obstructing the rights of the individuals who voted for Trump by the majority of the state of Texas.

America has always done crazy right. We started by extracting ourselves from British rule when we really had no chance of survival on our own as a nation. Now we are in the process of extracting ourselves from a progressive socialism that will inevitably lead to a dictatorship if we do not successful extracting ourselves from the notion that some one ought to take care of our every waking need besides ourselves.

brane pilot ★ Dec 10, 2016 12:22 PM
Even the idea that people would rely on foreign governments for critical information during an election indicates the bankruptcy of the corrupt US media establishment. So now they resort to open sedition and defamation in the absence of factual information. The mainstream media in the USA has become a Fifth Column against America, no different than the so-called 'social science' departments on college campuses. Trump was America's last chance and we took it and no one is going to take it away.

Omega_Man ★ Dec 10, 2016 12:23 PM
TRUMP – END THE CIA ON JAN 21

Aging Skeptic ★ Omega_Man ★ Dec 10, 2016 12:24 PM
If only...

Gort ★ Dec 10, 2016 12:25 PM
Any footage of Chuck Todd kicking his cat? This jack-ass "reporter" just cannot get over the fact that America voted Trump...
reporter: just cannot get over the fact that America voted Trump into office, ignoring the braying of the Anointed MSM.

blindfaith ✪ Gort ✪ Dec 10, 2016 12:41 PM

Funny they are not reporting the ballot box in detroit that was certified to have 308 ballots but when it was opened, there were on 50 ballots. So, 258 ballots were put in Hillerys column when they did not even exist. 

No wonder the judge ended the count, that might have awakened the DCN to their incompetance at election fraud, and thrown the popular vote to Trump.

Johnny_Mue ✪ Dec 10, 2016 12:24 PM

CIA has outlived it's usefulness.

Now just controlled by the current people in power...

Unfortunately

Lakecity55 ✪ Johnny_Mue ✪ Dec 10, 2016 12:26 PM

Break them into a thousand pieces.

Flaminratzzazz ✪ Lakecity55 ✪ Dec 10, 2016 12:29 PM

and scatter them to the four winds

MrBoomp ✪ Dec 10, 2016 12:27 PM

If the result is prevention of nuclear war, I'm all for whatever took place.

Sizzurp ✪ Dec 10, 2016 12:31 PM

Trump should re-think the "chemistry" he believes he has with Obama. Obama is working very hard to discredit Trump's entire election with this report right on the eve of his inauguration. What a nice guy Obama is.

tuetenueggel ✪ Sizzurp ✪ Dec 10, 2016 1:02 PM

Obimbo is a criminal, delivering TOW s to terrorists.

This seems to be not quite unusual for peace nobel pricesists ??

Artichoke ✪ Sizzurp ✪ Dec 10, 2016 1:31 PM

I think he didn't necessarily believe it in the first place. Remember, Trump is a serious Godfather type figure, he breathes power politics. He says nice things. And if the relationship is nice, that's great. And if not, well there isn't much more talking, but he gave you the chance.

Obama's that way too. It would have been interesting to be a fly on the wall at their meeting and hear the PowerTalk they were doing to each other.

JimS Dec 10, 2016 12:33 PM

CIA= Cunts In Angst
Wow, and we thought the election was over. What a surprise that the gong show goes on. The parties actively seeking division are slowly winning and all news has become fake. What an embarrassment to see so many "adults" get sucked into this narrative. I can see the children of universities doing it because, well, they're children, but the grown ups? America is done and from what I'm seeing and hearing, it can't come soon enough. Unfortunately, since this is a banker agenda, the serpent will rise its ugly head somewhere else and carry on duping the slaves. What a shithole this world has become.....

same as it ever was.. you tend to get shitholes when humans are involved.. funny that?

Fake news, Fake CIA, Fake lib tards, Fake Hitlery, REAL TRUMP. Refreshing

When you look at this coupled with obama telling the military not to obey Trump, it really begins to look like somethings afoot.

My own personal conclusion, whatever that is worth, is that we have reached max level of stupidity in this country:

1. The empty suit in the white house folded like the cheap suit that he is, not exactly a profile in courage;
2. Did the Kremlin prefer trump over the wild assed demented harrigan, clinton-um, I would say yes and duh;
3. What exactly is it that the Kremlin did to undermine the election=nothing; wikileaks released much damaging information which was accurate and not forged or altered, contrary to the assertions of the mindless sychophants in clinton camp;
4. Whenever I see "the assessment" of the intelligence community, I know they do not have a f---king clue-witness the 'assessment' that assad used chemical attacks, an assessment that was thoroughly discredited by symore hersh.

And the beat goes on! Waiting for the next step, shut down of internet or severely hampering posting on sites-get ready, zerohedge.

A very long post by a former CIA officer which destroys the current narrative–worth a read:

http://www.noquarterusa.net/blog/79458/unraveling-russian-hack-conspirac...

maybe for the US. Germany is far ahead from you in stupidity. We´re the world champions. If assholes could fly, tptal Germany would be the world´s biggest airport. Merkel the flight controller
Americans are SO FUCKING DUMB that they fill believe in all this horse SHIT!

Somebooty is feeling the butthurt.

This isn't just political jousting. It's an attempt to overturn the election with blatant lies and legal maneuvers by the sitting president of the USA! Obama is using his office to advance lies. This is a big step down for American legitimacy. Not good people. The system is unraveling.

I am deeply concerned if they are successful.

So the country's so dis functional we can't even do a civil war right? Devolved to a bunch of shit posting deep state, quasi media, and social media? Fuk that let's get the shooting started, ain't gettin any younger.

A fake issue to be sure.

As though the US government never "influences" elections or the choice of governments in other nations.

As though the Pentagon & CIA don't deliberately peddle propaganda abroad (and at least indirectly domestically).

As though Saudi Arabia, Israel, and every other nation in the world doesn't try to influence US elections or policies with bribes and propaganda.

As though the US government itself doesn't influence policies/elections by selective "news" releases and classifying info.

As though the US media itself doesn't influence election by selective news releases and withholding information.

The deeper issue is whether the US government should be vetting what "news" the public is allowed.

Does the public have a right to know information that may be embarrassing or incriminating to the current administration? By all accounts, we have the most secretive administration in US history. We are past the point where such spurious "confidentiality" has become immoral, unjust, and oppressive.

The less the public is informed, the less of a democratic republic we have, and the easier power can be wielded against the best interests of the public.
So if that is the case, then it is also true that Hungarians (a la George Soros) were responsible for influencing the election of Hillary Clinton and the Democrats and this was done and continues to be done openly. No speculation needed. Where is the WaPo clammer about that?

Use this to our advantage - demand an audit of all code of all electronic voting machines.

Notice how the NSA doesn't say jack shit?

By the way, I speculated that there would be MSM stories about "spoofing" the hack by DHS.

No big surprise!

http://www.lifezette.com/polizette/exclusive-dhs-admits-georgia-hack-may...

More OBAMMY PSYOPS & PROPAGANDA LIES BY THE LEFTIST COMMIE DEMOCRATS.

Weapons of mass-Trumpation... *yawn*

Perhaps it is time to take a look at our "intelligence" services and do some serious reshuffling...

CIA is a collection of paranoid US - officials.

They are producing stories, to keep themselves important. They are not and afraid everyone could realize that.

Poor morons. Forget them, DJT

Yes we are getting played. Nobody in thier right mind would start attacking the new boss before they even got into office.

That leave us faced with two possibilities. Both of them suck.

He should fire those assholes soonest.

Any boss thats been around would do just that as a first order thing. And the spooks know it too. So?
Goldennutz • Dec 10, 2016 12:54 PM
17 "intelligence" agencies?
HAHAHAHA!!!

leifii • Dec 10, 2016 12:57 PM
My bet is that this isn't a CIA report but a Crapper propaganda piece and the grassroot CIA are mad as hell, just like with FBI. Who doesn't understand that the establishment controls the upper layer of all agencies but don't think they can control all layers.

Son of Loki • Dec 10, 2016 12:57 PM
Main job is to distract from Clinton's blatant criminality and the content of those emails that show widespread corruption in the Clinton Foundation and the DNC.

Blaming Russian hackers is laughable it's so ridiculous.

VWAndy Son of Loki • Dec 10, 2016 1:01 PM
There is but one party. So this aint just a DNC thing.

JD59 Son of Loki • Dec 10, 2016 1:04 PM
And Barry's complicity to the national security felony crimes.

Son of Loki • Dec 10, 2016 12:58 PM
If someone has proof then bring it before the American people. Don't hide 'in secret' like the slime bags at wapo.

Kirk2NCC1701 • Dec 10, 2016 12:58 PM
Summary #4 aligns with my post of 12/9, when I suggested that the "Investigation" gives Obama and Hillary the cover to hunt for Gov insiders who were the real source of the Wikileaks.

That way, they can end any possible future leaks (e.g. Pizzagate), and track down and terminate the leaked himself -- "with extreme prejudice".

They are -- in effect and by intent -- wiping the evidence and the leakers. The "Russian" angle is just a cover, a pretext, a smoke screen, a useful Narrative.

exsanguine Kirk2NCC1701 • Dec 10, 2016 1:39 PM
Seth Rich

idontcare • Dec 10, 2016 1:03 PM
9 more days until we see whether the powers that be allow the results of this election stand. God help Obama, Hillary, their cronies and followers if the electors decide to go against the Nov 8 results.
I hope God helps them and gives them a good push too.

We can all spit vitriol towards the CIA, but post JFK and his convertible open top ride in Dallas, any president who doesn't have the CIA on side would be a fool. The CIA operates so far from its original remit, it has become a cancer. The CIA are effectively briefing against the incoming POTUS. Not a good sign for Trump at all.

Hey you stupid Anti-Trumpers. Nothing short of Russia hacking the actual voter machines will matter to the legitimacy of this election. I and most everyone else don't care if the emails were hacked and released by Russia. Giving us the truth is not 'interference' schmucks. This is an obvious attempt to derail our next president if not outright come up with an excuse for Obama to declare he does not recognize the election and stay in power, and to destabalize this country. It is fucking TREASON.

It is not up to Obummer to recognize the election. As president he has ZERO power in this regard. It would be up to the congress...

Good grief, will these people stop at nothing? We have no evidence, a "secret report" which I'm sure will not be made public, and a ton of inuendo. What's Obama's plan to overturn the election before Trump can be sworn in? How long is this national disgrace goiong to continue? ATTENTION DEMOCRATS: YOU LOST NOW GET THE F**K OVER IT!

So, the recount not working, electors not working, have Bosos place the Russian card.

Trump is going to beat their asses like a drum. No wonder they are after him.

WAPO, THE NYT and the MSM are puppets of the Evil Left!!!

LMFAO!!!! Trump be like looking under "M" for "Maddog" on his cell phone!!!!!
scoop source, and not doing enough research to identify the complete lack of validity of the sources. It's gross to read the years of incompetance that WAPO keeps churning out. When journalists only care about their 'side' winning is when they cease to be journalists; I believe they never were.

spencer * Dec 10, 2016 1:21 PM

These people are idiots. They have nothing to gain by providing this bullshit. This is disgraceful and shamefull to issue reports like that. This type of stuff damages our reputation outside the country. It makes us look weak, susceptible to manipulation, lacking our own opinions and well lacking moral judgement. It simply makes us look bad in front of everyone. Not to mention popularizing the idea of Russia omnipotence, which is simply wrong because that is a bad and aggressive country.

One thing comes to mind immediately - why would this agency be stupid enough to make something like that public, right before the electoral vote?

Do they really think the vote outcome can be manipulated to prevent Trump from taking The Office? If they think so – they are morrons. Man, year after year looking at what comes out of that place proves they are not only criminal, but outright stupid. Stupid people.

It is no longer a proverbial fight with the swamp – it becomes a true fight with all this outspread stupidity out there. I hope Trump is smart enough to be able to stand up against those hidden interests, hidden private agendas and plain straight stupidity.

It is not about the fake news – it is more about stupidity of these people – especially those journalists, media and well – public officers.

MASTER OF UNIVERSE * Dec 10, 2016 1:23 PM

There is no such thing as a 'soft coup' given that all coup attempts are violent throughout history.

new stampman 🅿️ MASTER OF UNIVERSE * Dec 10, 2016 11:41 PM

No! The 2000 SCOTUS steal of the 2000 POTUS election was an example of a nonviolent soft coup.

However, in effect you are correct to a large degree in that they do almost always get violent when a nonviolent soft approach (i.e. corruption and white collar crime) fails.

If the white collar guys can't take care of it, the criminal banksters and their minions escalate by sending in the armed thugs. The Ukraine coup was the last big example of that.

Norma Lacy * Dec 10, 2016 1:24 PM

The most amazing thing to me is that to date none – none – of the Democrat power structure string pullers has denied the validity of any – any – of the emails which contain dozens – hundreds? – of examples of criminal behavior.

Perhaps one of the reasons for all the hubbub re the Russkies are coming is that the Dims are terrified of being bought to trial.

new stampman 🅫 Norma Lacy * Dec 10, 2016 11:29 PM

“Perhaps one of the reasons for all the hubbub re the Russkies are coming is that the Dims are terrified of being bought to trial.”

You have a firm grasp on the obvious, my dear, and I am quite proud of you for it.
However, the Dims are even more terrified of what comes AFTER the trial: